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Abstract—A research concept that was first presented on a

poster at a Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) con-

ference in 2009 has resulted in a fully-fledged operational software

product named NET-VISA (Network Processing Vertically Inte-

grated Seismic Analysis), which performs the Network Processing

step of the automatic processing at the International Data Centre

(IDC). It has become one of the tools of the waveform analysts to

review and improve the IDC standard automatic third Standard

Events List (SEL3) bulletin and produce the Reviewed Events

Bulletin (REB), the only global seismo-acoustic bulletin. The basic

scientific concepts imbedded into NET-VISA are briefly summa-

rized in this paper but the emphasis is on the process of adopting,

developing, adapting, testing, and operationalizing the initial pro-

totype. Extensive off-line testing has shown that one of the

expected benefits of NET-VISA was the significant reduction in

missed events rate compared to the current Network Processing

software, Global Association (GA). NET-VISA also finds some

events previously missed by manual review. Starting in July 2017,

and as of January 2020, NET-VISA generates an automatic bul-

letin, called VSEL3, in parallel to SEL3, which is also used by

analysts since January 2018. Tracing the origin of the REB events

has confirmed the significant reduction in missed events when

complementary VSEL3 events are reviewed in addition to the

SEL3 events. If sufficient confidence is established, NET-VISA has

the potential to replace GA in producing the standard automatic

SEL3 bulletin.

Keywords: Seismology, hydroacoustics, infrasound, nuclear

monitoring, machine learning, data processing, Bayesian method.

1. Introduction

The Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty

(CTBT) is a multilateral international treaty where

the states that sign the treaty, and are referred to as

State Signatories in the rest of this paper, agree to

prohibit any nuclear explosions in the atmosphere,

underground and in-water. We will refer to the CTBT

as ‘‘the Treaty’’ in later sections of this paper. A

particularity is that Article IV of the Treaty (CTBT

1996) calls for an International Monitoring System

(IMS) for the purpose of verification. The protocol to

the Treaty includes in its Annex I the list of stations

from four different technologies that constitute the

sensor instrumentation part of the IMS. The

Preparatory Commission to the Comprehensive

Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBTO) was established

in Vienna, Austria, in 1997 to achieve among other

objectives the international verification of the Treaty,

including the establishment and completion of the

IMS. As of August 2019, 91.6% of the stations of the

IMS network are installed.

The data from the IMS sensors is acquired, pro-

cessed, reviewed, and archived by the International

Data Centre (IDC) which in turn provides standard

products to the State Signatories. The Reviewed
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Event Bulletin (REB) of seismo-acoustic events is

one of the key standard products provided to them. It

is a global seismo-acoustic bulletin reviewed by a

team of analysts, on the basis of an automatic bul-

letin. The REB contains a subset of the events that

have been reviewed and saved by the analysts. The

subset consists of the events that pass an event defi-

nition criterion ensuring that it has a sufficient

number of defining components (detections time,

slowness and azimuth at all stations detecting the

event) to be of significance to the monitoring of the

Treaty. This implies a location-dependent magnitude

level of detectability (Ringdal and Kværna 1992).

Monitoring at lower magnitude level, with a smaller

number of detecting stations is currently not envi-

sioned because the total number of events to be

reviewed grows exponentially with a decrease in

magnitude. All events analysed and saved by the

analysts, including those too small to pass the event

definition criterion threshold constitute the Late

Event Bulletin (LEB) bulletin.

This paper examines the improvements brought

to the automatic bulletin products by the new

Network Processing Vertically Integrated Seismic

Analysis (NET-VISA) algorithm and software. The

specialized acronyms for the various lists of

detections and events are defined in Table 1, which

can be used as reference by the reader. Three

automatic bulletins are produced by the IDC and

their content made available to State Signatories.

They are referred to as Standard Event List (SEL)

and a number specifying the chronological order of

their availability. The automatic bulletin reviewed

by analysts is called the SEL3 bulletin. It is pro-

duced in three stages successively in time. The first

stage is the production of the first SEL (SEL1)

bulletin 1 h after real time. The SEL1 bulletin uses

parametric arrival data from the primary seismic

and hydro-acoustic networks. The arrivals are

obtained by detection processing on the continuous

waveforms received at the IDC using a standard

Short Term Average over Long Term Average

(STA/LTA) algorithm. Numerous features are

extracted for detected arrivals, including refined

slowness vector measurements based on standard

frequency-wavenumber analysis. Based on the

events produced in the SEL1 bulletin, data

segments from auxiliary seismic stations are

requested and detection processing adds to the

primary seismic and hydro-acoustic sets of arrivals.

Infrasound detection processing is done in parallel

to the primary seismic and hydro-acoustic, using

the Progressive Multi-Channel Cross-Correlation

(PMCC) algorithm (Cansi 1995). PMCC detects

seismic or acoustic signals impinging on an array

with a high degree of coherency between the array

elements, in this case microbarometers. The second

SEL (SEL2) bulletin is produced using parametric

data from all four waveform technology networks

(Seismic, Infrasound, and Hydroacoustic, or SHI)

and is available 4 h after real time. This processing

structure is presented in graphical form on Fig. 1,

which shows the various types of data flowing in

and the different stages of processing for automatic

and reviewed products of the IDC. The network

processing stages are handled by a software called

Global Association (GA) that was developed in the

1990s (Le Bras et al. 1994; Hanson et al. 2001) and

has been running continuously with only minor

modifications at the IDC since 2001, as the IMS

Table 1

List of acronyms used in this paper and their brief definitions

Acronym Definition

SLSD Standard List of Signal Detections, made

automatically from seismic, hydroacoustic and

infrasound data

SEL1, SEL2,

SEL3

Standard Event Lists 1, 2 and 3, created

automatically at different stages of processing

from the SLSD

REB Reviewed Event Bulletin, created after interactive

analysis

LEB Late Event Bulletin. This is the complete bulletin

created by interactive analysis. The REB is a

subset of this bulletin, where a filter is applied

to retain only events passing a threshold in

terms of number of defining features such time,

azimuth, slowness. At the present time, the

defining features are counted only from the

primary seismic stations, hydroacoustic

stations, and infrasound stations, but not the

auxiliary seismic stations

VSEL3 This is the version of the SEL3 that is currently

produced by NET-VISA using the same

detections in the SLSD that are available to

SEL3
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network was expanding and nearing completion of

its installation.

First pass analysis by human analysts consists of

the following steps:

• Review of the SEL3 bulletin. This includes, if

needed:

• Correcting or refining pick times;

• Adding arrivals missed either at the stage of

station processing or network processing;

• Rejecting spurious events formed as an artefact

of the network processing algorithm;

• Disentangling cases where either:

• The set of arrivals from a large event is split

by the network processing part of the auto-

matic system into subset forming several

automatic events;

• An automatically formed event includes

arrivals which belong to multiple real events.

• Adding events missed by the automatic process-

ing. This is performed through the use of the

scanner interactive tool which takes advantage

of specific characteristics of IMS stations in

detecting smaller magnitude events in areas that

they are sensitive to (Coyne et al. 2009).

• Opportunistic manual scanning is also performed

during the course of the review when analysts

encounter an un-associated arrival with a high

signal-to-noise ratio, which in their judgment

clearly belongs to a real event. It is referred to as

opportunistic because it happens only in the

course of the review of the SEL3 and no

systematic manual scanning for additional

missed events is currently performed after

review of the SEL3 and automatic scanning.

The purpose of this paper is to briefly explain the

method behind the NET-VISA software and to

retrace the process that led to its use at the IDC. This

process and history spans roughly 10 years from the

outreach to the academic community in the domain of

Machine Learning to the development, testing and

operational evaluation of NET-VISA. The software is

Figure 1
This diagram shows the processing flow of the waveform data as it is currently handled at the IDC. The data types are colour coded by

technology: green for Primary seismic, white for Hydroacoustic, brown for Auxiliary seismic, and red for Infrasound. The main steps of the

processing are shown by the vertical blue bars. They consist of the Station Processing step, the Network Processing, and the Interactive

Review. The light red bubbles show the products of the three stages of Network Processing, the Standard Event Lists (SELs). The SEL1 is

produced 1 h after real time, the SEL2 4 h after real time, and the SEL3 6 h after real time. The SEL3 is reviewed by the analysts in order to

produce the Reviewed Event Bulletin (REB)

NET-VISA from Cradle to Adulthood. A Machine-Learning Tool



currently a component of the IDC system releasing

standard products for State Signatories and will soon

be released to authorized users of the State Signato-

ries under an open source license.

2. Outreach to the Academic Community Through

the CTBTO Science and Technology Conference

Series

Beginning in 2006, the CTBTO has engaged in

outreach activities with two initial symposia in June

2006 and June 2009, and then the series of Science

and Technology conferences starting in 2011 and

occurring every 2 years since then. At the time of

writing of this paper, the 2019 edition is the latest in

the series and the next one is scheduled for June

2021. Information about these conferences can be

accessed on the CTBTO public web site (SnT 2019).

In March 2009, in preparation for the 2009 sym-

posium, a workshop took place to understand the

potential of Machine Learning methods to improve on

the data processing at the IDC. One of the outcomes of

the workshop was the initiation of a proof-of-concept

project to tackle the Network Processing part of IDC

data processing and this was envisioned in two stages.

In a first stage, NET-VISA would be a one-to-one

replacement to GA, using parametric detection data as

input to produce the seismic bulletin (Russell et al.

2010). In a second stage, the waveforms themselves

would be directly used as input to the Signal-based

Vertically Integrated Seismic Monitoring (SIG-VISA)

to produce the bulletin. The core of the algorithm was

planned to be using a Bayesian approach in both cases.

While at the time of writing of this paper the NET-

VISA approach has been fully developed and is used

operationally to complement the SEL3 bulletin pro-

duced by GA, SIG-VISA (Moore 2016; Moore et al.

2017) is at the stage of research and proof-of-concept,

but seems promising. Another outcome of the work-

shop was the initiation of the virtual Data Exploitation

Centre (vDEC) platform (Vaidya et al. 2009) which

allows academic and other scientific or technical

organizations to access CTBTO data for specific

studies and algorithm development.

3. NET-VISA Method for Seismic Data

NET-VISA (Arora et al. 2013) uses a probabilistic

model and the Bayesian method to find the best set of

events explaining the parametric detection observa-

tions and thus produce a seismic bulletin from these

observations. Bayesian methods have previously been

used with considerable success in geophysics, for

instance to improve on the seismic location problem

(Myers et al. 2007, 2009).

The forward model at the heart of the method is

essentially the same physical model that is used by

GA as far as the propagation model is concerned,

using the same seismic travel times and probability of

observing phases at a given distance and for a given

magnitude. The physical model for the propagation of

seismic and acoustic waves consists of considering

that a seismo-acoustic event source is a single point

in time and space. The expected time of arrival at the

stations for each seismic phase from that event is

governed by the standard one-dimensional IASPEI 91

(Kennett and Engdahl 1991) model with the possi-

bility of refining the regional travel times using

correction surfaces specific to stations. Slowness is

derived from the travel time curves and azimuth from

the geodesic azimuth of the geodesic line between

event and station. Slowness and azimuth may be

corrected at individual stations based on statistics at

the stations showing deviations from expectations

based on the one-dimensional model for slowness and

on the geodesic for azimuth (Bondár et al. 1999). The

detection amplitude and period model for P arrivals

uses the standard Veith–Clawson correction curve as

a function of distance (Veith and Clawson 1972). The

physical model in NET-VISA is more elaborate than

the GA model in that it includes:

• The seismicity background;

• An elaborate probability of detection model;

• An explicit probability that a detection is an arrival

of a wave front originating from an actual event

(noted K), or a false detection (noted n), which will

not be associated to an event, as well as the

probability that it is a coda phase (noted j);

• The phase-dependent expected arrival amplitude

given the event magnitude.

R. Le Bras et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.



The method used by GA is a comprehensive

exploration of all possible combinations of detections

at a given location on the Earth, after discretization of

its surface into grid cells. The combinations form

many hypothesized events including redundancies

and overlaps. These redundancies and overlaps are

resolved through optimization on seismological basis,

but involve a large number of parameters, which are

difficult and time consuming to tune. NET-VISA on

the other hand tunes itself by learning the parameters

of a probabilistic model from the LEB reviewed

bulletin.

In this section, we provide an overview of the

NET-VISA algorithm and probabilistic model. For a

comprehensive explanation of the method and for

further details please refer to Arora et al. (2013).

NET-VISA differs from GA in its algorithmic

approach to building events. Where GA explores all

possible points on a global grid, NET-VISA starts

from the detections and builds seed events based on

all detections interpreted as P phases. This algorith-

mic step is called the ‘Birth Move’ and is the first of

several steps in finding an optimal set of events

explaining the observed detections, which include the

‘Improve-Arrival’, ‘Improve-Event’, and ‘Death

Move’. ‘Improve-Arrival’ associates or re-associates

arrivals to events. ‘Improve-Event’ finds a better

location, depth, magnitude, and time within a limited

distance (2� in latitude and longitude, 100 km in

depth, 2 units of magnitude, and 5 s in time) from the

original values of these parameters. The choice of the

location, time and magnitude parameters is random

within these intervals and the scores (see Sect. 3.3 for

the definition of an event’s score) of 100 newly added

random events are computed and the best one selec-

ted. NET-VISA iterates between ‘Improve-Arrival’

and ‘Improve-Event’ to optimize events. Finally, the

‘Death Move’ discards events with event scores less

than one.

3.1. The Probabilistic Model

For a given seismic station and seismic phase, a

distribution of the residual travel time, residual

slowness and residual azimuth is derived from the

statistics provided by the large number of events in

the analyst-reviewed LEB bulletin. Examples of

residual distribution statistics for time, slowness,

and azimuth are shown on Fig. 2 along with the

functional probability function derived from the

statistics. In the case of time, slowness, and azimuth,

the probability density function (PDF) takes the

functional form of a Laplace distribution f(x) defined

by its location b and scale l:

fðxjl; bÞ ¼ exp � x � lj j=bð Þ=2b;

where x is either time, slowness, or azimuth.

Given a hypothetical event at a given location and

magnitude, the model includes the probability that the

event occurs at that location, based on a global

seismicity map derived from the International Seis-

mological Centre (ISC) seismicity data (International

Seismological Centre 2019). Since the essence of

seismic monitoring at the CTBTO is to be able to

detect explosions that may occur at unexpected

locations, the probability that an event occurs at

any location, including ones with no previous seis-

micity, is finite and added to the probability derived

from the previous seismicity pattern. A discussion on

this topic is included in the discussion section of this

paper.

The probability of a set of events e, and that these

events are associated with the K arrivals, and j coda

arrivals and that the rest of the arrivals, n, are false is

given by the complex expression:

P (e;K; n;K;A)

¼ PhðeÞPUðK ej ÞPxðnÞPc K ðKU nÞjð Þ1ðA ¼ K� n� KÞ;

where A represents the whole set of arrivals, each of

them being categorized as K, n, or j, as expressed by

the ‘‘1’’ function. The symbol ‘‘�’’ represents the

exclusive ‘or’ operator, and each arrival is classified

as one of the three types: K, n, or j. Ph is the seis-

micity prior function. PU is the probability of an

event, which is itself a complex combination of the

probability that associated detections, their time,

amplitude, slowness, and azimuth are one of the

seismic phases generated by that event. Px is the

probability of false arrivals and Pc is the probability

that the j set is the set of coda arrivals given the set

of arrivals associated with the events, K and the set of

false arrivals n (U is the mathematical union symbol).

NET-VISA from Cradle to Adulthood. A Machine-Learning Tool



The PDFs from which the probabilities are calculated

are also called priors.

3.2. Learning the Priors for the Probabilistic Model

The characteristic of machine learning methods in

general is that they extract knowledge from the data set

previously assembled (e.g. Russell and Norvig 2009).

In the case of Bayesian methods, the priors may be

established from physical models or learned from the

statistics on previous data. The latter is true for most of

the seismic priors which are calculated during the

learning phase of NET-VISA, and includes the time,

slowness, amplitude, and azimuth residual priors

which are computed every week over a 60 day interval

of the LEB bulletin in the current configuration. The

seismicity prior is static and computed using the dense

data set of the International Seismological Centre

(International Seismological Centre 2019) over a

period of 10 years and is dependent on depth. Table 2

lists the priors used for each technology and gives a

flavour of the complexity of the probabilistic model

used by NET-VISA and of the different types of

functional or empirical PDFs defined as priors. For

many of the priors associated with the main arrival

attributes of time, azimuth, and slowness, they are

computed in a similar way for the three technologies,

but specific attributes are also used for hydro-acoustic

and infrasound and these are listed in Table 3. For both

tables the empty cells indicate that the variable listed is

not relevant for the technology.

3.3. Inferring the Optimal Set of Events

and Associated Arrivals

The input to NET-VISA is a collection of

detections and their features within a given time

period. From this collection of unrelated detections,

the system will identify events and the structural

graph relating the events and detections related to the

events (Fig. 3). It will also classify the detections

(Fig. 4) as either:

Figure 2
Examples of Laplace probability distribution functions for time, slowness, and azimuth residuals at a given station. In this case, the IASPEI91

travel time model is used to derive time and slowness for a given event location and origin time. Azimuth only depends on the station to event

geometry

R. Le Bras et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.



Table 2

List of priors used for each of the three seismo-acoustic technologies and the types of distributions used to model the statistics

Prior identifier Seismic Hydro-acoustic Infrasound

Location of event ISC seismicity-derived distribution. Prior is depth-dependent

and location is depth-dependent. Can also be switched off

A uniform distribution is either used or added to the seismicity

prior

Uniform distribution within the

oceans

Uniform

distribution

Depth of event Fixed at zero Fixed at zero

Magnitude of event Gutenberg–Richter law. Cauchy distribution

Station availability

Detection

probability at

station

Event Derived Feature (magnitude, depth, distance) Event Derived Feature (event

source energy, source-event

path)

Event Derived

Feature

(distance)

True arrivals

Phase Label Multinomial distribution

Arrival time

residual

Laplace distribution Laplace distribution Laplace

distribution

Amplitude Lognormal distribution

Hydro-acoustic

energy residual

Gaussian distribution

Azimuth residual Laplace distribution Laplace distribution Laplace

distribution

Slowness residual Laplace distribution Laplace distribution Laplace

distribution

False arrivals

Rate of false

arrivals

Station-dependent constant

Time of false

arrival

Uniform distribution

Phase label Multinomial distribution

Amplitude Two Gaussian distribution

Hydro-acoustic

energy

Cauchy distribution

Azimuth residual Uniform distribution Uniform distribution Uniform

distribution

Slowness residual Laplace distribution. Scale multiplied by 10 Laplace distribution Laplace

distribution

Coda arrivals

Coda detection is

made

Station-dependent empirical function of log amplitude of triggering arrival

Phase label Multinomial distribution independent of triggering arrival

Coda arrival time

(coda-

triggering)

Gamma distribution Laplace distribution Laplace

distribution

Log Amplitude

(coda-

triggering)

Laplace distribution Laplace distribution Laplace

distribution

Azimuth residual

(coda-

triggering)

Laplace distribution Laplace distribution Laplace

distribution

Slowness residual

(coda-

triggering)

Laplace distribution Laplace distribution Laplace

distribution

More detailed information is available in the seismic case from Arora et al. (2013). In addition to the variables listed in the table, a Poisson

distribution with time is assumed with a technology-dependent rate to model the number of events occurring in a time interval. The time of an

event itself is random within the time interval

NET-VISA from Cradle to Adulthood. A Machine-Learning Tool



• Associated, meaning they are interpreted as phase

arrivals from an event;

• Coda arrivals, which are also associated to an

event, but not identifiable as a seismic or acoustic

phase;

• False detections meaning they are not associated to

any event.

In the course of searching for the optimal set of

events, many event hypotheses are formulated, some

of them false. In order to eliminate these false events,

scores are defined for an event and for arrivals

associated with an event. The score of an event is

defined as the ratio of the probabilities of two

hypotheses: one in which the event exists and the

other where the event does not exist and all arrivals

associated with it have the default classification of

false or coda. The score of an arrival associated with

an event is, similarly to the event score, the ratio of

the probabilities of two hypotheses. The first hypoth-

esis is that the arrival is the identified seismic phase

associated with the event. The second hypothesis is

that the arrival is a false or coda arrival. The final

values of these scores (event and associated arrivals)

are available in database tables for each event formed

by NET-VISA.

3.4. Extension of the Method for Hydro-acoustic

and Infrasound Data

As shown in Fig. 1, the IDC processes all three

types of data from waveform technologies together

within network processing. The capabilities of NET-

VISA were augmented with the ability to jointly

process seismic, hydro-acoustic, and infrasound

detection data (Prior et al. 2013; Arora 2014; Prior

and Arora 2014; Mialle et al. 2019). In the case of

these two acoustic technologies, the priors used as of

October 2019 are static. Because of the scarcity of

archive data available for learning, the priors for

hydro-acoustics are computed over a longer time

period than in the seismic case. Whatever data is

available for a given station was used at the time of

the initial computation, and the priors are not re-

computed as often as the seismic priors.

In addition to the time, azimuth, slowness as in

the seismic case, hydro-acoustic parametrization of

arrival attributes and priors include:

Table 3

List of additional priors specific to hydro-acoustic and infrasound

Prior identifier Hydro-

acoustic

Infrasound

Hydro fraction time Beta distribution

Infrasound centre frequency Empirical kernel

distribution

Infrasound family size Empirical kernel

distribution

Infrasound consistency Empirical kernel

distribution

Infrasound duration/family size Gamma

distribution

Infrasound clutter (azimuth,

centre frequency)

Empirical

distribution

Figure 3
A hypothetical world. Events are denoted as e, arrivals associated with events are denoted K, false arrivals are denoted n, and coda arrivals are

denoted j. Arrows indicate dependence. The job of NET-VISA is to figure out the structure of this graph by finding the events and the arrows

that connect events to detections

R. Le Bras et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.



• The energy (in dB re. Joules/m2/Hz) in the

6–12 Hz band, similar to the amplitude attribute

in seismic;

• A modified probability of detection that includes

the probability that the path between the event and

the station is blocked;

• The fraction of time that the signal spends above

the detection threshold versus the total duration of

the signal measured in the 6–12 Hz frequency

band. This is modelled as a beta distribution.

Infrasound static priors are computed using a

whole year’s worth of data (built with event location

and detection rate prior) and they include the

following elements:

• Clutter model to avoid building events from long-

lasting local sources;

• NET-VISA’s infrasound arrival attributes and

priors include: time, back-azimuth, slowness, con-

sistency pixel family size, and centre frequency.

The priors specific to hydro-acoustic and infra-

sound are listed in Table 3.

4. Overall Operationalization Process for NET-VISA

This section reviews the various steps that led to

the operationalization of NET-VISA. Figure 5 shows

two timelines. At the top, the specific dates are shown

for the chronologically successive stages of feature

enhancements explained in the previous paragraph.

The overall time that NET-VISA took to become an

operational reality is about 7 years including initial

development, research to enhance the initial proto-

type for hydroacoustic, then infrasound, further

development for an analyst interface, and improve-

ments to processing of regional events.

This section focuses on the operational testing

shown on the bottom timeline.

4.1. Testing Off-line

4.1.1 Initial Testing by Analysts

Initial examination of the results of an early version

of the seismic NET-VISA capable of processing

Figure 4
This figure presents the relationship between events and the three kinds of arrivals classified by NET-VISA. Events are represented by the

beige bubbles labelled ‘e’. The panel to the left shows the relationship between the event and an arrival associated with it, labelled K, within a

green bubble. The middle panel shows that events and arrivals labelled n and colored blue are independent of each other. The panel to the right

shows that there is no relationship (in the probabilistic model) between an event and a coda arrival labelled j. The relationship is between the

coda arrival and a previous arrival shown in green, classifying it as an associated arrival
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seismic data only took place early (Le Bras et al.

2011). Arora et al. (2012), reports on review by

analysts of a NET-VISA produced bulletin in parallel

to the SEL3 bulletin over a period of 27 h. It was

already clear at that early stage what the advantages

of using NET-VISA would be that the automatic

bulletin would miss fewer events and the events

found would be more complete, with a larger number

of stations associated.

4.1.2 Off-line Tests on 1 Year of Data

Further operational testing was performed off-line on

the much larger time interval of one complete year.

The complete suite of building the SEL1:

• using primary and hydro-acoustic data, requesting

auxiliary seismic data from the SEL1 and SEL2

events,

• running station processing on the auxiliary seg-

ments requested, and

• building the SEL3 event to be compared to the

bulletin produced by GA

was simulated off-line for the data year 2013 (Le

Bras et al. 2017; Bondár et al. 2018). It is quite

convincing from comparing the event maps produced

by the SEL3, LEB, and NET-VISA bulletins that

there appears to be a much better agreement between

the NET-VISA results and the LEB (Fig. 6). This is

confirmed quantitatively by Fig. 7, where we calcu-

lated the overlap and inconsistency values on a

monthly basis using the REB bulletin as a comparison

benchmark.

A further confirmation of the ability of NET-

VISA to recover real events much better than GA is

provided by a test using Ground-Truth events as

published by the ISC (International Seismological

Centre 2019). These events are not only confirmed

events which are located with an accuracy of better

than 5 km, but they are independent of the LEB and

REB. Hence, they provide an un-biased comparison

between the LEB, SEL3, and NET-VISA results.

Figure 8 shows that the NET-VISA bulletin is the

best out these three bulletins in being able to recover

the ground-truth events published by the ISC for

2013.

4.1.3 Analysts Testing of the ‘NET-VISA Button’

It is always with great care that operational systems

are replaced and many testing steps are necessary to

confirm the robustness, validity and operational

worthiness of a new software. In the case of the

IDC, it impacts the daily work of several of the teams

involved with processing and analysing the data and

the quality of the products. Network processing is one

Figure 5
Time line showing at the top the evolution of the features implemented in the software and at the bottom the different stages of operational

testing
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of the key steps of the IDC automatic processing

chain and replacing it cannot be done lightly. Since

one of the main advantages of the NET-VISA

software is its ability to outperform GA in complete-

ness of the bulletin, an initial step was taken to

complement rather than replace GA and a mechanism

was devised to:

• Compute the dynamic priors with the NET-VISA

LEARN module, on a weekly basis over a time

length of 60 days of the most recent LEB results.

This choice of 60 days resulted from testing

several alternatives. It was found to be optimal

when measuring a cost function depending on the

overlap and inconsistency values where the cost of

an inconsistent event (false alarm) is one tenth of

the cost of a missed event.

• Run the inference module of NET-VISA on the

same arrivals that are available for the formation of

the SEL3 bulletin, producing a complete bulletin

called the VSEL3;

• Present the IDC analysts with the events contained

in VSEL3, which had not yet been seen by the

analysts after review of the SEL3. This is per-

formed after the analysts are finished reviewing the

SEL3 automatic bulletin and the additional events

are selected from the VSEL3 bulletin and pre-

sented to them for review through the use of the

‘NET-VISA button’.

bFigure 6

Maps for LEB and automatic bulletins. a Map showing the

automatic SEL3 bulletin generated by GA for the 2013 year. It

contains 54,327 events shown as red dots with no distinction of

depth or magnitude. b Analyst-reviewed LEB bulletin for the

2013 year. It contains 42,782 events. c Automatic bulletin gener-

ated by NET-VISA version 2.2.48 for the 2013 year. It contains

62,487 events

Figure 7
This figure shows the results of comparing the two automatic bulletins to the REB. The curves shown are the overlap percentage, meaning the

percentage of REB events recovered by the automatic bulletin, and the inconsistency percentage, the percentage of events from the automatic

bulletin not found in the REB. The statistics are computed on a monthly basis for the year 2013. The automatic events compared correspond to

the events shown in Fig. 6a, c. The overlap for NET-VISA is higher than for GA and the inconsistency is lower, indicating a better match

overall for NET-VISA, implicating a lower cost for analyst review
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Figure 9 is a diagram showing the timing of the

‘LEARN’ module and the VSEL3 production with

respect to the standard automatic bulletins. The

standard automatic bulletin consists of three pipelines

SEL1, SEL2, and SEL3. The results of the processing

for these pipelines are available respectively 1 h, 4 h,

and 6 h after real time. In addition, the input to the

SEL2 and the SEL3 include detections at auxiliary

stations obtained on waveform segments requested on

the basis of SEL1 and SEL2 events. The ‘LEARN’

module is currently triggered once a week and

updates the priors to be used by the inference module

of NET-VISA. The VSEL3 bulletin uses the same

detection input and is available at the same time as

the SEL3 bulletin.

Once the configuration explained in the previous

section was setup in a quasi-operational testbed

environment, it became possible to confirm that

additional events qualifying as REB events would be

obtained by analysts tapping the additional resources

of the VSEL3 bulletin. Two tests were performed on

a limited number of days by a team of two analysts:

• The first test presented NET-VISA events that are

additional to the LEB as it stands. This is not an entirely

fair test of the full value of NET-VISA because the

LEB contains scanned events (see Sect. 1) that NET-

VISA could potentially find. It was interesting from the

point of view of the ergonomics of the new interactive

module to assess whether NET-VISA found new

events beyond the LEB. Three data days were re-

analysed using the additional events formed by NET-

VISA and 42 additional LEB events could be found,

including 6 events meeting the event definition criteria

for the REB. The legitimate events found were about

36% of the total number of the 116 automatic events

presented to the analysts. This test clearly identified

events which had not been found either by GA or by

scanning and were missing from the LEB and REB

bulletins.

• The second test simulated a pre-scan situation by

removing the LEB events obtained from scanning and

see what events are recovered by NET-VISA. This

step was meant to simulate a situation which may be

an adequate analysis protocol where first SEL3 is

analysed, then the NET-VISA interactive button is

used to include additional events, then Scanner (see

Introduction) is used to include yet more additional

seed events. In this case, 5 days of data were prepared

and 75 LEB events were found, including 33 events

meeting the event definition criteria for the REB. The

legitimate events found were about 42.4% of the total

number of the 177 automatic events presented to the

analysts. The number of additional events is higher

than for the first test because some of the events

recovered by NET-VISA had previously been found

through scanning. Figure 10 shows a map with the

location of the events recovered during this second

test.

Based on these tests, the next step was to

implement the VSEL3 and the ‘NET-VISA button’

in operations.

4.1.4 Operational Context

The VSEL3 first started production in July 2017 in a

configuration that included only the primary seismic

Figure 8
This figure shows the comparison of NET-VISA, GA, and the LEB

in terms of recovering ground-truth (GT) events, which are

independent of the REB, and are known to exist and be accurately

located within 5 km. The comparison is for the year 2013 and the

bulletins compared are the LEB, the SEL3, and the bulletin

generated by an offline test using NET-VISA version 2.2.48. The

figure shows the number of GT events in each intersection set. For

instance 93 events are formed by all bulletins, whereas NET-VISA

alone forms 93 of them, LEB contains 8 uniquely and 20 are

common to both NET-VISA and the LEB
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Figure 9
The VISA LEARN module which computes the non-static part of the NET-VISA statistical model is run every week using LEB bulletin

statistics over 60 days. The VSEL3 bulletin is produced on the same schedule as the SEL3 bulletin and its input includes the same set of

arrivals as the SEL3 bulletin

Figure 10
Map showing the addition events obtained for the five data days of step 2 Testbed analyst testing. The green symbols indicate the events

passing the REB criterion
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stations. Two analysts were then using the ‘NET-

VISA button’ on an experimental basis and to detect

any issues with the software in a fully operational

context. After passing this step successfully, all

analysts then used this procedure after the data day

for 1 January 2018, and the Scanner and comple-

mentary VSEL3 events are now presented to the

analysts in a single step, after they review the SEL3

bulletin (Le Bras et al. 2018). A further change was

introduced in June 2018 when all SHI data are now

used as input to NET-VISA and a bulletin equivalent

to the SEL3 bulletin is produced including all SHI

events. The detections that are used as input to NET-

VISA for the VSEL3 bulletin are exactly the same as

the ones used by the SEL3 bulletin. They include

detections from the primary seismic network, the

hydroacoustic network, and the infrasound network

of stations. In addition, detections from the auxiliary

seismic network made on waveform segment requests

based on the SEL1 and SEL2 events are also included

as input to the VSEL3.

4.2. Analysing the Operational Results

4.2.1 Provenance of REB Events

Each event in the automatic and reviewed bulletins

possesses two unique identifiers, called orid (for

origin identifier) and evid (for event identifier). In

order to be able to understand the provenance of the

REB events, the evid numbers of the SEL3 and

VSEL3 events are conserved by the analysts and the

original evid number of a SEL3 or VSEL3 event will

be saved in the LEB, even though the orid will be

different because the event is relocated. The arid

number identifying the detections of seed events from

the interactive tool Scanner (see Sect. 1) are also

saved and it is possible to identify the provenance of

REB events originating as a scanner seed. Figure 11

shows two possible methods of identifying events

which can be considered the same in two different

bulletins. One of them is to compare them through the

evid number and consider they are the same when the

evid numbers match. The other method is to compare

the composition of the events and declare that two

events are the same when they share arrivals. For

instance, two defining associated arrivals in the REB

are associated to the SEL3, VSEL3 or Scanner event,

and the two event locations are within twenty degrees

distance and the two event origin times are within

120 s. Figure 12 shows the provenance analysis of

the REB events possessing an mb magnitude, during

the period 1 January–11 August 2019 and Fig. 13

shows the events possessing no mb magnitude but

with an ML magnitude. The method used to perform

this provenance analysis is the evid linkage. The

events from SEL3, VSEL3 and Scanner have a direct

link through their evid number, while the events

labelled as Analyst events do not have this link and

the Analyst category contains all events whose evid

cannot be traced to one of the other three categories.

These events are therefore manually scanned by the

analysts. With the procedure currently in place, they

may also have been present in the VSEL3, but the

analyst may have noticed un-associated arrivals in the

course of reviewing the SEL3 and formed them by

manual scanning before proceeding to the next stage

of requesting additional events to review through the

‘NET-VISA button’. This is an indication of the

added benefit that could be derived from the analysts

reviewing directly the events formed by NET-VISA

rather than GA. An additional benefit, which was

noticed early on (Arora et al. 2012) is that the events

formed by VSEL3 tend to be more complete and

associate more stations to an event. It can be seen

from the histograms that a non-negligible part of the

REB events originates with the VSEL3.

4.2.2 Comparison Metrics for SEL3 and VSEL3

From off-line testing, the expectations for the

improvements brought to the overall process of

automatic processing and analysis are that we should

observe better overlap and lower inconsistency with

the REB from VSEL3 compared to SEL3. In order to

ascertain this, we have conducted the same analysis

that was conducted for the off-line results and Fig. 14

shows that the expectations are met or exceeded with

regard to overlap and inconsistency. For the time

period shown, the average overlap for VSEL3 is

86.36% and the inconsistency 52.54% while the

SEL3 overlap is 69.75% and the inconsistency

55.90%. This evaluation was done using an arid-
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based matching of events as explained in Sect. 4.2.1

and Fig. 11.

5. Discussion and Future Work

Even though the mission of the CTBTO is to

detect unannounced nuclear explosions, these have

thankfully been very rare since the 1992 moratorium

on testing between the United States and the Russian

Federation. Since 1992, the only signatory States to

have conducted nuclear tests are France and China.

None of the signatory States have conducted a

nuclear test after the opening of the Treaty for sig-

nature in 1996 and the only nations known to have

conducted nuclear tests since the existence of the

Figure 11
Illustration of two different types of linkage to decide if an REB event and an automatic event are equivalent. The evid-based linkage, on the

left panel, provides information on the automatic bulletins contributing to the REB bulletin. This is the linkage used to present Figs. 11 and

12. The arid-based linkage, on the right panel, can be used to compare bulletins even when they have not contributed to the REB, for instance

compare the complete SEL3 and VSEL3, not just the part of VSEL3 contributing to the REB as in Fig. 13

Figure 12
Histogram of the provenance of the REB events with an mb magnitude. The provenance is established through the evid identifier. Each event

can either have been formed by the SEL3 bulletin (blue), VSEL3 bulletin (orange), from Scanner (grey), or from the analyst (yellow). The

histogram is presented by mb magnitude intervals
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CTBTO organization are India and Pakistan in 1998

and the Democratic Popular Republic of Korea in

2006, 2009, 2013, twice in 2016 and 2017.

Analysts spend most of their time analysing

earthquakes and improving on the process and time

spent forming natural events is valuable to the IDC. It

is however important that the software which could

eventually replace GA which was successful in

detecting all nuclear tests at the IDC starting with the

2006 announced test from the Democratic Popular

Republic of Korea (DPRK) test does at least as well

with detecting events in non-seismic areas. As

explained briefly in Sect. 3, the score of an event

based on the probability calculations from the gen-

erative model is essential to the detection of an event

and its identification as a real event with a high

probability.

During the evaluation of the software, the ques-

tion was raised whether NET-VISA would be capable

of detecting events in areas with no previous seis-

micity, given that a seismicity prior enters the

composition of the score of an event. We want to

show here that the value of the detection score is

much more important than the value of the location

score in determining the overall validity of an event.

Figure 15 shows the distribution of event scores as a

function of the number of defining phases along with

the absolute value of the location score (the location

score is always negative since it is the logarithm of a

probability). The set of events used to illustrate this

are the results of the SEL3-equivalent calculation for

1 year of data in 2013. Is it worthwhile noting that the

third nuclear test of the DPRK (DPRK3) is included

in this set of results. DPRK3 has an event score of

821.5 and a location score of - 12.7. This barely

affects the overall score based on the detection evi-

dence. The highest score for location with the 2013

SEL3-equivalent data set is - 4.4 and the lowest is

- 23.8. The DPRK1 test which had an IDC mb

magnitude of 4.1 after analysis was detected by the

SEL3 bulletin with 13 defining phases.

Figure 16 shows a map of the events in the LEB

and REB bulletins analysed from VSEL3 automatic

events between 1 July 2018 and 30 September 2019,

during a period when the NET-VISA version has

been stable. Some of these events may have been

Figure 13
Histogram of the provenance of the REB events with an ML magnitude and no mb magnitude. The provenance is established through the evid

identifier. Each event can either have been formed by the SEL3 bulletin (blue), VSEL3 bulletin (orange), from Scanner (grey), or from the

analyst (yellow). The histogram is presented by ML magnitude intervals
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recovered by scanning in the absence of tapping the

VSEL3 bulletin, but a large percentage of these

would not have been in the LEB and REB bulletin.

The density of these additional events does not seem

to present in general any significant bias to any par-

ticular region, but it would be of interest to study

regional variations more precisely. It was pointed out

by Bondár et al. (2019) that the VSEL3 seems to

create many more events in the Eastern Mediter-

ranean area than SEL3. Figure 16 also shows a high

density of events in that area, which means that at

least some of the events are confirmed by analysts

and seems to provide a clear advantage over the

SEL3. Without an evaluation of this specific area and

understanding of which stations contribute to the

bulletin, it is difficult to be definite about the reason

for this, but several hypothesis come to mind. One

possibility is the wrong attribution by SEL3 of some

of the events to the deep seismic zone of the Aegean

subduction arc. Another possibility is the increased

role of the auxiliary stations in VSEL3 compared to

SEL3 which help in initiating event formation that

eventually will lead to finding more valid events in

the LEB, even if these will not in the end reach the

REB for lack of sufficient primary station associa-

tions. This latter hypothesis seems to be the most

likely after examining the composition of the VSEL3

events and comparing it to the SEL3 events. The

number of events in SEL3 for that time period is 1478

as compared to 3188 for the VSEL3 in a rectangle

bounded by latitudes 32–41 and longitudes 19–41.

This is a ratio of 2.16 of VSEL3 events over SEL3

events, which is much larger than the global ratio of

1.16 for the same time period. In addition, the number

of associations at IDI (AS36 in the Treaty), an aux-

iliary station on the island of Crete for that time

period is 5050 for the VSEL3, which makes it the

station with the most associations for events in that

area, whereas it is only 331 for SEL3. A precise

evaluation of the algorithmic differences that lead to

Figure 14
Monthly statistics of the overlap and inconsistency values for SEL3 and VSEL3 between 1 July 2018 and 31 July 2019. As was the case for

the off-line testing and is now confirmed in operations, the overlap for NET-VISA is higher than for GA and the inconsistency is lower,

indicating a better match overall for NET-VISA, and implicating a lower cost for analyst review
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this much higher events density in VSEL3 would be

an interesting study as well as a systematic investi-

gation into similar regional differences.

The IDC is still not taking full advantage of the

improvements in automatic association brought by

NET-VISA. The next improvements include putting

in place the replacement to the SEL1 and SEL2

pipelines in order to request the auxiliary data based

on the events formed by NET-VISA and not by GA

as is the case at the time of writing of this paper.

Improvements to the hydro-acoustic and infrasound

processing are also being envisioned, in particular to

include the in-water explosions large enough to be

seen at seismic stations. Another area of improve-

ment will be to better understand the physical basis

for the learned priors (see Table 2) and assess whe-

ther it is essential to learn the prior parameters

weekly as is the current practice, or if, for instance,

season-dependent priors would yield comparable

results.

6. Conclusions

This paper presented the results of testing and

evaluating the NET-VISA software at the IDC. The

method uses the same detection input as GA, the

legacy system in place at the IDC, and produces the

same type of output in the form of database

tables describing a seismo-acoustic bulletin. The next

major improvement in automatic bulletin publishing

will probably involve using a more holistic approach

to the automatic bulletin production where detections

and waveforms are re-examined after event detection,

in contrast with the current sequential approach.

However, the research and development associated

with this system has shown the benefit of reaching out

to the Machine Learning academic community to

apply Bayesian methods to derive an adapted prob-

ability model and take advantage of experience

accumulated in the analyst-reviewed bulletin to

populate the priors defined in the probability model.

NET-VISA is a major upgrade to network pro-

cessing and extends previous usage of artificial

intelligence (Bache et al. 1993; Sereno and Patnaik

1993) in the domain of nuclear monitoring. The

Figure 15
Statistics of the event score and location score as a function of ndef number of defining phases. The error bars show the standard deviation of

the scores for events with the same ndef. Note that the absolute value of the score is shown for the location score. The location score is always

negative
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probabilistic framework allows for a quantification of

the quality of an event with respect to the model and

this can be used for instance to evaluate automatic

events formed by other methods, such as GA. The

benefits expected from this upgrade will be a

decrease of ten percent in the missed event rate,

better completeness of the events in terms of the

number of stations associated to an automatic event.

Figure 16
Maps of the LEB (6750) and REB (4267) events with provenance from the VSEL3 bulletin from 1 July 2018 to 30 September 2019. The

events are color coded according to their number of defining phases. The size of the symbols indicates the magnitude (IDC mb or ML if mb not

available)
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This in turn will help the analysts in their productivity

and will allow them to spend more time on tasks

necessitating their knowledge and attention.
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